An inside-out theory of attention.
The brain has two attentional systems; one attentional system is devoted to intrapersonal space and the second attentional system to extrapersonal space. The development of these two attentional systems with inward or outward focus arose from the hemispheral neural systems designed for attending to extrapersonal contralateral space. As a necessary consequence of the brain changes to develop language, one of the hemispheral attentional systems was altered for intrapersonal attention while the other hemispheral attentional system became obligated to attend to all of extrapersonal space. This conceptualization of attention provides a coherent explanation for the confusing hemispheral dominance proposed for attention on the basis of clinical hemineglect, i.e. that the left hemisphere attends to right extrapersonal space and that the right hemisphere attends to both left and right extrapersonal space. This conceptualization also provides a meaningful account of denial of limbs (anosognosia) and imagery.